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ABSTRACT 

Windows play a significant role in commercial buildings toward the goal of net-zero 
energy. This article presents the analysis methodology and major findings of an assessment study 
of energy performance of window technologies for commercial buildings. A prototypical large 
office building was used as the baseline model which met the prescriptive requirements of 
ANSI/ASHRAE/IESNA Standard 90.1-2004. The building simulations with EnergyPlus and 
TMY3 weather data for five typical US climates were performed to calculate the energy savings 
potentials of six window technologies representing existing, new, and emerging technologies, 
which include ANSI/ASHRAE/USGBC/IES Standard 189.1 baseline windows; triple pane low-e 
windows; clear and tinted double pane highly insulating low-e windows; electrochromic  
windows; and highly-insulating EC windows representing the hypothetically feasible optimum 
technology.  

Daylighting benefit from automatic continuously dimming and glare controls was 
evaluated separately. Simulation results indicated that the two types of electrochromic windows 
had the greatest energy savings potential compared to the Standard 90.1-2004 baseline windows, 
followed by the triple pane low-e windows and the highly-insulating double panel low-e 
windows. Windows with integrated daylighting controls, highly insulated, and capable of 
dynamic performance adjustment will be the future for commercial buildings. 

 
Introduction 

 
Windows are an essential part of buildings. Windows not only provide view and 

connection with outdoor for building occupants, but also have significant affect on a building’s 
energy usage, as they contribute to a building’s heating and cooling loads as well as lighting if 
daylighting sensors and controls are deployed.  Despite past progress in window technology, 
windows are still a huge liability in terms of energy usage. In 1973, the typical window in most 
U.S. buildings was a single-pane clear window. The typical window is now double-pane with 
low E coating. Fenestration sales in the commercial sector are shown in Table 1 (LaFrance 
2007). The market has largely shifted to double-pane products; triple-pane products are still only 
a tiny fraction (2 to 3%) of the total. Low-E has only half the penetration in this sector that it has 
in the residential sector, with reflective and tinted glass making up 26% of the sales, reflecting a 
concern for managing cooling loads.  

Prior studies on energy performance of windows for the commercial sector focused on 
specific window technologies for specific building types located in specific climate zones. Lee 
(2002, 2004) studied the energy performance of EC windows in a New York office building and 
for the US commercial building sector. Arasteh (2006A, 2006B) studied the technical criteria of 
zero energy windows and their contribution to zero energy buildings (ZEBs). Huang (2007) 
estimated window energy savings for commercial buildings in Pacific Northwest region. Griffith 
(2007) looked at the potential energy savings of various window technologies as part of the 
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package to reach zero energy buildings. Haves (2007) studied potential energy savings of 
windows shading and daylighting controls as part of the integrated building controls. Shen 
(2009) expanded Haves’ work in evaluating the integrated window controls between windows, 
lighting, and HVAC systems.  

 
Table 1. Profile of Commercial Window Sales 

 
 
DOE-2 (LBNL) was used as the calculation engine for most of these studies (Lee 2002, 

2004; Arasteh 2006A, 2006B; Huang 2007). More recent studies (Griffith 2007; Haves 2007; 
Shen 2009) started using EnergyPlus (DOE), which has capabilities of modeling low-energy 
buildings with innovative design and technologies that could not be modeled by other simulation 
tools such as DOE-2.  

The goal of the assessment was to determine the technical potential of advanced window 
technologies in energy savings for US commercial buildings. The focus of the assessment was 
different from prior studies. The large office building was chosen as the baseline building based 
on the fact that office buildings are the most common type of commercial buildings (EIA 2006), 
and large office buildings normally have more window area. The prototypical large office 
models, part of the DOE commercial building benchmarks (Torcellini 2008), were used as the 
baseline energy models meeting the prescriptive requirements of ANSI/ASHRAE/IESNA 
Standard 90.1-2004 (ASHRAE 2004). The building simulations were performed with 
EnergyPlus and TMY3 weather data for five typical US climates to calculate the energy savings 
potentials of six windows technologies. The six window technologies include 
ANSI/ASHRAE/USGBC/IES Standard 189.1P (ASHRAE 2010) baseline windows; triple-pane 
low-e windows; clear and tinted double-pane highly-insulating low-e windows; electrochromic 
windows; and highly-insulating EC windows representing the hypothetically feasible optimum 
windows. The existing stocks based on average commercial windows sales were included in the 
analysis for benchmarking purposes. 
 
Assessment Methodology 

 
Computer simulation has been a proven and effective way to assess the energy 

performance of windows for commercial buildings. This assessment looked at the energy 
performance of windows with the whole-building energy performance approach, taking into 
account the integration and interaction of building components and systems.  

The prototypical large office building, chosen from the US Department of Energy (DOE) 
commercial building benchmarks, was used in the assessment. The building characteristics, 
including envelope constructions, lighting, and HVAC were set to meet the prescriptive 
requirements of Standard 90.1-2004. Six window technologies were studied together with 
different types of interior shading controls. Daylighting energy savings were estimated separately 
by comparing cases with daylighting controls to same cases without daylighting controls.  
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Window energy effects were quantified as a set of performance metrics including end 
uses, peak electric demand, design cooling and heating capacities. The site energy and source 
energy are calculated as follows for all five climates: 

Site Energy (kBtu) = Electricity (kWh) *3.413 + Natural Gas (kBtu) 
Source Energy (kBtu) = Electricity (kWh) *3.413*3.095 + Natural Gas (kBtu) *1.092 

where 3.095 and 1.092 are source factors for electricity and for natural gas.  
The site energy use intensity (EUI) was calculated as, 
Site Energy EUI (kBtu/ft²) = Annual Site Energy (kBtu) / Building Floor Area (ft²) 
EnergyPlus version 2.2 was used to calculate the energy performance of. EnergyPlus has 

advanced features and uses more accurate approach than DOE-2 to model windows, shading 
controls, daylighting, thermal and visual comfort. EnergyPlus is a new generation building 
energy simulation program that builds on the most popular features and capabilities of BLAST 
and DOE-2. EnergyPlus has innovative simulation capabilities including time steps of less than 
an hour, and modular systems simulation modules that are integrated with a zone heat balance 
simulation. EnergyPlus calculates space temperature, occupant thermal comfort, cooling and 
heating loads, HVAC equipment sizes, energy consumption, utility cost, air emissions, water 
usage, renewable energy, etc. EnergyPlus has been evolving since its first release in April 2001. 
Every release of EnergyPlus went through a suite of tests for quality assurance.  

The TMY3 weather data was used in the simulations. The TMY3 weather data 
represented typical weather conditions during 1991 to 2005 and was available for download at 
EnergyPlus web site.  

 
Characteristics of the Prototypical Large Office Building 

 
The prototypical large office building has 12 conditioned stories above the ground and 1 

unconditioned basement story. The building has a rectangle shape (240 ft X 160 ft) with the long 
axis along the East-West and an aspect ratio of 1.5. The total conditioned building floor area is 
460,000 square feet. Each of the conditioned floors is modeled as four perimeter zones and one 
core zone with the space height of 10 feet. The perimeter zone depth is 15 feet. The total area of 
perimeter zones is about 29% of the building floor area. 

 
Figure 1. The Prototypical Large Office Building 

  
 
The building has a window-to-wall-ratio (WWR) of 40% with windows evenly 

distributed on the four facades of the 12 above ground floors. The total window area is 38,388 
square feet. The building has no skylights. Windows are modeled as continuous horizontal 
bands. For the Std. 90.1-2004 baseline windows, there are interior shades with medium 
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reflectance and medium transmittance listed in Table 2. When shades are on, the transmitted 
solar and visible light are cut by 60%. The interior shades are assumed to be down when the 
glare index exceeds 22 which is a typical setpoint for office spaces. For the EC windows, there 
are no interior shades.  

 
Table 2. Properties of Interior Shades for the Baseline Windows 

Property Value
Solar transmittance 0.4
Solar reflectance 0.5
Visible transmittance 0.4
Visible reflectance 0.5  

 
The building is served by a central variable air volume system with zone reheat, one 

water-cooled electric chiller, and one gas-fired hot water boiler. The chiller has a coefficient of 
performance of 4.9 and the boiler has an efficiency of 80%. The cooling and heating capacities 
and air flow of HVAC equipment is autosized by EnergyPlus according to the peak loads 
calculated on the summer and winter design days. No exterior shading from adjacent buildings, 
trees, hills, overhangs, or side fins were considered in the assessment. The design lighting power 
density (LPD) for all conditioned spaces is 1.0 W/ft²; the design electric plug load density (EPD) 
is 0.75 W/ft²; and the design occupant density is 3.63 person/1000 ft² with a total of 1670 
occupants in the building. Typical office occupancy schedules were used in the simulations. 

Each perimeter zone has a daylight sensor located at the center of the zone with a 
working desk height of 0.8 meters above the floor and 10 feet away from the windows. The view 
azimuth used to calculate the DGI is parallel to the windows. The daylight sensor has an 
illuminance setpoint of 46.5 footcandles (500 lux). For the daylighting runs, the daylight sensors 
continuously dim the electrical lighting of the perimeter zones based on the amount of daylight 
they receive. If the available daylight is equal to or greater than 500 lux, the electrical lighting 
power remains at a minimum of 10%. Five typical US climates were selected for the assessment. 

 
Table 3. The Five Typical Climates 

Climate Zone City Climate 
1A Miami, FL Hot – Humid (Tropical) 
2B Phoenix, AZ Hot – Dry (Subtropical) 
3C San Francisco, CA Warm – Marine (Mediterranean) 
5A Chicago, IL Cool – Humid (warm summer, cold winter) 
7 Duluth, MN Very Cold (cool summer, very cold winter) 

 
Window Technologies to Evaluate 

 
Various window technologies were evaluated: existing stock, code baseline (Std. 90.1-

2004), high-performance building standard (Std. 189.1P), emerging window technologies, and 
hypothetically optimum technically feasible. The VT of the windows is not usually regulated 
explicitly by building energy code and standards like Std. 90.1-2004. In this study, the VT of a 
window is assumed to equal the SHGC if not specified explicitly. Table 4 summarizes the 
windows with their overall performance data for the window assembly: U-factor, SHGC, and 
VT. Window frames were not directly modeled.  

Various shading control strategies were evaluated in the assessment. Static (non 
switchable) windows have interior fabric shades that were either always on (Shade OnAll), 
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always off (Shade OffAll), or on if the calculated DGIs at either daylight reference point 
exceeded the maximum allowable value (Shade OnIfHG). The EC windows did not have interior 
shades and operated in one single state - clear if shading control is always off, dark if shading 
control is always on. When shading control is to meet daylight illuminance setpoint, EC 
windows are first dimmed continuously to meet the daylight illuminance setpoint. If the glare 
control is active and the DGI exceeds the maximum allowable value, EC windows are then 
switched to fully dark state – it does not further dim to meet the DGI criteria while still providing 
some daylight. This was a limitation of EnergyPlus 2.2 released during the assessment work.  

 
Table 4. Summary of Windows to be Evaluated 

Windows Description U-factor (Btu/h-
°F-ft²) 

SHGC VT 

Base Case – San 
Francisco 

ASHRAE 90.1-2004 baseline 
1.219 0.338 0.339 

Base Case – 
Phoenix, Miami 

ASHRAE 90.1-2004 baseline 
1.219 0.249 0.25 

Base Case – 
Chicago 

ASHRAE 90.1-2004 baseline 
0.574 0.39 0.498 

Base Case – Duluth ASHRAE 90.1-2004 baseline 0.574 0.491 0.486 

AvgComSales 
Existing commercial stock (average 

commercial sales, double pane low-e) 0.62 0.48 0.48 
Triple_Lowe Triple pane with low-e 0.201 0.25 0.25 
High_R_Tint Highly-insulating double pane tinted 0.291 0.28 0.28 
High_R_Clear Highly-insulating double pane clear 0.291 0.42 0.42 

189.1 – San 
Francisco 

ASHRAE 189.1 baseline 
0.549 0.25 0.25 

189.1 – Phoenix ASHRAE 189.1 baseline 0.75 0.25 0.25 
189.1 – Miami  ASHRAE 189.1 baseline 1.20 0.25 0.25 

189.1 – Chicago ASHRAE 189.1 baseline 0.45 0.35 0.35 
189.1 – Duluth ASHRAE 189.1 baseline 0.35 0.45 0.45 

EC_Window Electrochromic, auto switchable 0.298 0.39 clear 
0.086 dark 

0.599 clear 
0.034 dark 

EC_HR_Window Electrochromic, highly insulating 0.118 0.349 clear 
0.043 dark 

0.557 clear 
0.031 dark 

 
Simulation Results and Discussions 

 
Simulation results and the calculated energy savings are summarized in tables and graphs 

for all window technologies with three types of window shading controls in all five climates. 
Table 5 shows the whole building energy use and breakdown into end uses for the no daylighting 
cases with shades on if high glare. The whole building energy use includes four metrics: annual 
electricity in kWh, annual natural gas in Therms, annual site energy in MBtu (million Btu), and 
annual source energy in MBtu. The electricity use percentages of lighting, receptacle, and HVAC 
are also listed. For cases without daylighting controls, the annual lighting energy use is always 
1,427,703 kWh, representing from 20.4% of total electricity use in Miami to 28.5% in Duluth.  

Tables 6 and 7 listed the energy savings per square foot of window area for the seven 
windows compared to the baseline windows. The cells in two tables were filled with colors: the 
red color represents negative energy savings while the green for positive savings. The depth of 
the colors represents the relative magnitude of energy savings – the darker the color, the more 
energy saved (if green) or consumed (if red). Table 8 shows similar data for cases with window 
shades always off, while Table 9 is for cases with window shades always on.  
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By comparing energy savings without daylighting controls to those with daylighting 
controls, the relative energy savings percentages of the seven window technologies compared to 
the baseline windows across all five climates are not changed noticeably. On the other hand, by 
comparing the same window technology with and without daylighting controls, the energy 
savings of daylighting cases in terms of electricity, site energy, and source energy are significant.  

 
Table 5. Whole Building Energy Use (Shades On If High Glare, No Daylighting) 
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Table 6. Whole Building Energy Use and Savings (Shades On If High Glare, No 
Daylighting) 

 
 

Table 7. Whole Building Energy Use and Savings (Shades On If High Glare, With 
Daylighting) 
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Table 8. Whole Building Energy Use and Savings (Shades Always Off, No Daylighting) 

 
 

Table 9. Whole Building Energy Use and Savings (Shades Always On, No Daylighting) 
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Figures 2 and 3 graphed the data in Table 5Error! Reference source not found. on the 
basis of per square foot of window area and building floor area. Considering the Standard 90.1-
2010 target of site energy 33.3 kBtu/ft² and the 2003 US national average commercial buildings 
site energy usage of 91 kBtu/ft² (EIA 2006), the energy savings potentials of windows 
technologies Error! Reference source not found.are significant, especially for EC windows 
(except for Miami) and high-R windows as defined in Table 4 in cold climates. 

 
Figure 2. Energy Savings per Square Foot of Window Area, No Daylighting Controls, 

Shades On If High Glare 

 
 

Figure 3. Energy Savings per Square Foot of Floor Area, No Daylighting Controls, Shades 
On If High Glare 

 
 
Energy savings from other technologies like HVAC or lighting are better quantified on 

the basis of building floor area, while the windows energy savings are better quantified on the 
basis of window area or the perimeter zone floor area. The calculated energy savings per window 
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area are only applicable to the studied cases (WWR = 40% etc), be cautious to use the savings 
results for other cases with different window area or different daylighting controls. 

As perimeter zones only cover 29% of the building floor area, 71% of the floor area is 
core zones which do not have energy savings directly related to the changes of windows on 
perimeter zones. Therefore, if the percentages of energy savings were calculated on the perimeter 
zones basis, they would be much higher. In general, we can observe the following: 

By windows technologies, 
 

• Buildings with existing commercial windows used more energy than the Std. 90.1-2004 
baseline windows across all five climates. All six windows technologies save heating 
energy compared with Std. 90.1-2004 windows: savings are much higher in cold 
climates. 

• The two EC windows show the best energy savings potential followed by the triple pane 
low-e windows, the tinted and clear double pane highly insulating low-e windows, and 
the Std. 189.1P windows.  

• The highly-insulating EC windows demonstrate the best energy performance for Duluth, 
Chicago, and Phoenix; while for San Francisco, the normal-EC windows are the best. 

• The Triple low-e windows show better energy performance in cold climates such as 
Duluth and Chicago, while they are still more energy efficient than the Std. 90.1-2004 
windows in other climates such as San Francisco and Phoenix. 

• The Std.189.1P baseline windows show better energy performance than the Std. 90.1-
2004 windows in Duluth and San Francisco, while savings are marginal in Phoenix and 
Chicago. 

• The two highly insulating windows only show better energy performance than Std. 90.1-
2004 windows in cold climates such as Duluth and Chicago. 
 
By climate zones, 
 

• For Miami where cooling is dominated and heating is almost not required, none of the 
seven windows technologies demonstrate site or source energy savings. This is probably 
due to the low SHGC and high U-factor of the Std. 90.1-2004 windows for Miami. 

• For mild climate such as San Francisco, the normal-EC windows save the greatest source 
energy, followed by the high-R EC windows and the Std. 189.1P windows.  

• For hot and dry climate such as Phoenix, the two EC windows save most energy, 
followed by the triple low-e windows which are marginally better than the Std. 90.1-2004 
windows. 

• For cold climate such as Duluth and Chicago, the two EC windows save most energy, 
followed by the triple low-e windows and the double tinted high-R low-e windows. 

• In general, windows with a low U-factor demonstrate the greatest energy savings 
potentials except for cooling dominated climate such as Miami.  

 
Daylighting energy savings (Table 10) are significant when comparing daylighting cases 

Error! Reference source not found.to no daylighting cases for same types of windows. On the 
basis of per square foot of window area, the electricity savings range from 8.2 kWh/ft² in San 
Francisco to 9.8 kWh/ft² in Miami; the site energy savings range from 14.5 kBtu/ft² for the EC 
windows in Duluth to 33.3 kBtu/ft² for the double clear high-R low-e windows in Miami; while 
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the source energy savings range from 76.7 kBtu/ft² for the EC windows in Duluth to 103.3 
kBtu/ft² for the double clear high-R low-e windows in Miami. On the whole-building electricity 
use basis, the daylighting saves from 5% of the Std. 90.1-2004 windows in Phoenix to 7% of the 
high-R EC windows in Duluth; while on the whole building source energy basis, the daylighting 
savings are from 4.7% of the 90.1-2004 windows in Phoenix to 6.2% of the double high-R clear 
windows in San Francisco.  

 
Table 10. Daylighting Energy Savings, Shades On If High Glare 

Electricity 
kWh/ft²

Gas 
kBtu//ft²

Site 
Energy 
kBtu/ft²

Source 
Energy 
kBtu/ft²

base case 8.61 -6.52 22.8 83.8
AvgComSales 9.07 -3.28 27.7 92.2
Triple_Lowe 8.39 -1.28 27.3 87.1
High_R_Tint 8.57 -1.81 27.4 88.4
High_R_Clear 9.03 -1.77 29.0 93.4
189.1 8.28 -3.27 25.0 83.9
EC_Window 8.29 -4.32 24.0 82.8
EC_HR_Window 8.16 -4.05 23.8 81.7
base case 8.85 -0.28 29.9 93.1
AvgComSales 9.78 -0.14 33.2 103.1
Triple_Lowe 8.75 -0.07 29.8 92.3
High_R_Tint 9.22 -0.08 31.4 97.2
High_R_Clear 9.79 -0.07 33.3 103.3
189.1 8.87 -0.27 30.0 93.4
EC_Window 9.49 -0.13 32.2 100.1
EC_HR_Window 9.42 -0.10 32.0 99.3
base case 8.39 -2.67 25.9 85.6
AvgComSales 9.64 -1.93 30.9 99.7
Triple_Lowe 8.62 -1.48 27.9 89.4
High_R_Tint 8.79 -1.67 28.3 90.9
High_R_Clear 9.64 -1.54 31.3 100.1
189.1 8.52 -2.30 26.8 87.4
EC_Window 9.37 -2.50 29.4 96.2
EC_HR_Window 9.34 -2.41 29.4 95.9
base case 9.52 -7.91 24.5 91.8
AvgComSales 9.56 -7.15 25.5 93.1
Triple_Lowe 8.71 -4.33 25.4 87.2
High_R_Tint 9.20 -4.80 26.6 91.9
High_R_Clear 9.61 -5.35 27.5 95.7
189.1 9.31 -6.01 25.7 91.7
EC_Window 9.38 -8.11 23.9 90.2
EC_HR_Window 9.41 -6.99 25.1 91.7
base case 9.42 -11.72 20.4 86.7
AvgComSales 9.59 -11.55 21.2 88.6
Triple_Lowe 8.76 -7.75 22.1 84.0
High_R_Tint 8.79 -9.41 20.6 82.5
High_R_Clear 9.58 -8.97 23.7 91.3
189.1 9.58 -9.87 22.8 90.3
EC_Window 8.91 -15.87 14.5 76.7
EC_HR_Window 9.14 -12.21 19.0 83.1

Phoenix

Chicago

Duluth

Energy Savings per ft² of Window Area

Climates Windows

San Francisco

Miami

 

Electricity Gas
Site 

Energy
Source 
Energy

6.4% -15.5% 4.6% 5.7%
6.5% -14.0% 5.5% 6.1%
6.2% -9.5% 5.7% 6.0%
6.3% -11.9% 5.7% 6.1%
6.4% -11.5% 5.9% 6.2%
6.2% -14.8% 5.2% 5.8%
6.3% -27.4% 5.2% 5.9%
6.2% -28.8% 5.1% 5.8%
5.1% -4.2% 5.0% 5.1%
5.4% -2.4% 5.3% 5.3%
4.9% -1.3% 4.9% 4.9%
5.2% -1.5% 5.1% 5.2%
5.4% -1.3% 5.3% 5.3%
5.1% -4.1% 5.0% 5.1%
5.5% -2.3% 5.4% 5.4%
5.4% -1.8% 5.4% 5.4%
5.0% -9.3% 4.3% 4.7%
5.5% -10.3% 5.0% 5.3%
5.1% -11.1% 4.7% 5.0%
5.2% -11.6% 4.8% 5.0%
5.5% -11.0% 5.1% 5.4%
5.0% -10.5% 4.5% 4.8%
5.7% -15.8% 5.1% 5.5%
5.7% -17.5% 5.1% 5.5%
6.5% -7.0% 4.0% 5.5%
6.4% -6.4% 4.1% 5.5%
6.1% -6.0% 4.5% 5.5%
6.4% -5.8% 4.6% 5.7%
6.5% -6.8% 4.7% 5.8%
6.4% -6.1% 4.3% 5.5%
6.7% -9.3% 4.2% 5.7%
6.7% -10.1% 4.6% 5.9%
6.7% -6.6% 3.1% 5.2%
6.8% -6.3% 3.2% 5.2%
6.5% -6.6% 3.8% 5.4%
6.5% -7.0% 3.4% 5.2%
6.8% -7.1% 3.9% 5.6%
6.8% -7.2% 3.7% 5.5%
6.8% -11.0% 2.5% 5.0%
7.0% -10.9% 3.4% 5.5%

Energy Savings %

 
 

 Conclusions and Further Research 
 
The assessment results indicated that the two types of EC windows had the greatest 

energy savings potential compared to ANSI/ASHRAE/IESNA Standard 90.1-2004 baseline 
windows, followed by the triple pane low-e windows and the highly-insulating double panel low-
e windows for the prototypical large size office building in the five US climates. Based on the 
source energy savings compared to the Std. 90.1-2004 baseline windows, the best window 
technology is the highly-insulating electrochromic window for three of the five climates studied: 
Phoenix, Chicago, and Duluth. For San Francisco, the normal electrochromic windows save the 
greatest energy. For Miami, only the highly-insulating electrochromic windows show marginal 
energy savings compared to the Std. 90.1-2004 baseline windows.  

Daylighting potential of windows is significant. For the prototypical large office building, 
the daylighting electricity savings range from 8 to 10 kWh per square foot of window area per 
year, representing 5 to 7% of the whole building electricity use.  

Windows with integrated daylighting controls, highly-insulating, and capable of dynamic 
performance adjustment could be the future for commercial buildings. This assessment did not 
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address any non-energy aspects of windows, such as installation cost and maintenance. It should 
be cautious to extrapolate the energy savings from this assessment to other scenarios with 
different building types or configurations, window types, window area, and/or climate zones. 

Further studies can focus on a few areas: 
 

• Other climate zones. For example, Zone 3A is a humid-mixed climate where several 
major cities (Dallas, Memphis, Atlanta) are located, and is an area that optimizing 
windows for one season can have noticeable detrimental effects for annual energy use. 

• Other building types such as medium-size office buildings and large hotels. The medium-
size office buildings are more representative than the large office buildings in the US 
according to CBECS. Large hotels tend to have higher WWR than other building types so 
energy savings could be more attractive, although the HVAC systems and lighting 
designs are very different for hotels than offices. 

• ZEBs that have less internal loads due to efficient lighting systems and ENERGY STAR 
appliances, better insulation of building envelope, and high-efficient HVAC systems. 

• Other window technologies, for example, the thermochromic windows whose solar 
properties depend on the thermochromic layer temperature. 

• National energy impact estimate. The calculated energy savings by different types of 
window technologies are based on specific building types in certain climates and could 
be normalized on the basis of per unit of building floor area or window area. Data of 
national profile of commercial building stocks or commercial window sales is needed to 
estimate the national energy impact.  

• Optimized window shading controls integrated with dynamic facades, daylighting, and 
HVAC operations. Latest version of EnergyPlus adds more types of window shading 
controls that can capture the best scenarios for energy savings. 
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